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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that (i) I am familiar with the requirements of the SPCC rule; (ii) myself or my
agent have visited and examined the Facility; (iii) the Plan has been prepared in accordance with
good engineering practice, including consideration of applicable industry standards, and with the
requirements of the SPCC rule; (iv) procedures for required inspections and testing have been
established; and, (v) the Plan is adequate for the Facility.
Signature:

Michael J. Zimmerman, P.E. Chemical Engineer No. CH5183
Date: November 22, 2016
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DESIGNATED PERSONS ACCOUNTABLE FOR OIL SPILL PREVENTION
The following persons are accountable for oil spill prevention at this Facility. The listed persons
have reviewed this SPCC Plan, and are familiar with the requirements of this SPCC Plan.
•

Director EH&S

•

Associated Director of Facilities Services
MANAGEMENT APPROVAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I am familiar with the requirements included in this SPCC Plan and acknowledge that this SPCC
Plan will be implemented as described herein with full management approval. In addition, I have
reviewed and certified the Substantial Harm Determination Form in Appendix B, which exempts
this Facility from having to prepare and submit a Facility Response Plan to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency Regional Administrator.
Facility Representative:
Signature:
Title:
Date:
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SPCC PLAN CERTIFICATION AND REVIEW PAGE
In accordance with 40 CFR 112.5(b), a review and evaluation of this SPCC Plan is conducted at
least once every five years and documentation of the review and evaluation is completed on this
form.
As a result of this review and evaluation, the Facility will amend the SPCC Plan within six months
of the review to include more effective pollution control technology in the event that:
•

Such technology will significantly reduce the likelihood of a spill event from the Facility;
and,

•

Such technology has been field proven at the time of review.

Any technical amendment to the SPCC Plan shall be certified by a Professional Engineer within six
months after a change in the Facility design, construction, operation, or maintenance occurs which
materially affects this Facility’s potential for the discharge of oil into or upon the navigable waters
of the United States or the adjoining shorelines.
A Professional Engineer certification is not required for non-technical amendments such as changes
to phone numbers, names, etc.
I have completed the review and evaluation of the SPCC Plan for the Saint Mary’s College of
California. Facility and will/will not (circle one) amend the Plan as a result. If a technical
amendment is necessary, review and certification by a Professional Engineer is required.

Reviewer’s Signature

Date:
SPCC PLAN REVIEW AND AMENDMENT LOG

Revision Made

Page
Section
Number

Date

Initials

P.E.
Certification
Necessary?
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
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INTRODUCTION

This Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan establishes procedures, methods,
equipment, and other requirements to prevent the discharge of oil into or upon the navigable
waters of the United States (U.S.) or adjoining shorelines for the Saint Mary’s College of
California facility located at 1928 Saint Mary’s Road in Moraga, California (hereafter referred to
as the Facility).
This SPCC Plan was prepared in accordance with the regulations of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 112 (40 CFR 112).
This SPCC Plan is prepared in accordance with good engineering practices, and has the full
approval of management at a level of authority to commit the necessary resources.
This SPCC Plan, and the implementation thereof, is designed to complement the Facility’s
compliance with other laws, regulations, rules, standards, policies and procedures pertaining to
safety standards, fire prevention and pollution prevention rules, so as to form a comprehensive
balanced federal/state spill prevention program to minimize the potential for oil discharges. For
example, this SPCC Plan references the following Facility documents:

1.1

•

The Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP) - Filed via the CERS online system
with the Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA), which is the Contra Costa County
Department of Health Services and renewed it annually. The HMBP identifies locations
of hazardous materials onsite and includes both those covered (oils) and not covered
(non-oils) under this SPCC Plan. The Facility Emergency Response Contingency Plan is
included in the Facility HMBP.

•

Best Management Practices Plan – Includes a description of techniques to prevent storm
water contamination from hazardous materials including oil covered under this SPCC
Plan. The document includes the Facility’s design features and procedures to prevent
contaminants, such as oil, from entering storm drains.
APPLICABILITY

The Facility is considered a non-transportation-related onshore facility. Due to its location, the
Facility could reasonably be expected to discharge oil into or upon the navigable waters of the
U.S. or adjoining shorelines. This determination was based solely on geographic and location
aspects of the Facility (such as proximity to navigable waters or adjoining shorelines, land
contour, drainage, etc.), and excludes consideration of man-made features such as dikes,
equipment or other structures that serve to prevent an oil discharge from reaching navigable
waters of the U.S. or adjoining shorelines.
The Facility's aboveground storage capacity is greater than 1,320 gallons of oil. Consequently,
the Facility is required to develop, implement, and maintain a SPCC Plan under 40 CFR 112. Per
40 CFR 112.1(d)(2)(ii), only containers with a capacity of 55 gallons or greater are counted in the
calculation of the Facility’s aboveground storage capacity. Containers with a capacity less than
55 gallons are exempt from all SPCC requirements and thus not covered in this Plan. A crossreference of applicable regulatory requirements and the locations where they are discussed in this
SPCC Plan is provided in Appendix A.
The Facility’s total aboveground oil capacity exceeds 10,000 gallons as noted in Table 1.1;
1

therefore, the SPCC Plan must be reviewed and certified by a registered Professional Engineer.
The Professional Engineer certification is included at the front of this Plan after the Table of
Contents.
Per SPCC regulations, oil is defined as “oil of any kind or in any form including, but not limited
to, petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse and oil mixed with wastes other than dredged spoil and
oily mixtures." This also includes non-petroleum oils, synthetic oils, animal fats, oils and
greases, and vegetable oils.
Sufficient equipment or structures are available to prevent discharged oil from reaching navigable
waters or adjoining shorelines. Therefore, an oil spill contingency plan as described in 40 CFR
109 is not required or included in this SPCC Plan, and 40 CFR 112.7(d), the non-practicability of
secondary containment of the SPCC regulations does not apply to the Facility.
1.2

SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURE PLAN
LOCATIONS

The Facility is attended at least four hours a day; therefore, a copy of the SPCC Plan is
maintained at the Facility and is available to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Regional
Administrator (EPA RA) for onsite review in the following locations:


Saint Mary’s Environmental Health and Safety files at the Facility Services Office.



Facilities Services shared network drive where various groups can access it when needed.

1.3

CERTIFICATION OF SUBSTANTIAL HARM DETERMINATION FORM

Under 40 CFR 112, Appendix C, a facility that does not meet the substantial harm criteria is not
required to maintain a Facility Response Plan; however, they must document and maintain their
determination as part of their SPCC Plan. The Facility does not meet the substantial harm
criteria; therefore, it is not required to maintain a Facility Response Plan under 40 CFR 112.20.
A Substantial Harm Determination Form for the Facility is provided in Appendix B.
2

GENERAL FACILITY INFORMATION

2.1

NAME AND ADDRESS OF FACILITY
Saint Mary's College of California

1928 St. Mary's Road
Moraga, CA 94556
2.2
2.2.1

FACILITY LOCATION AND REGIONAL INFORMATION
Location

The Facility is located in Moraga within Contra Costa County, California (Figure 1). Figure 1
shows the Facility location and the area within ¼ mile of the Facility boundary and indicates the
Facility and nearby surface water bodies.
2.2.2

Topography, Surface Water Bodies, and Wells

According to a USGS topographical map, there are no domestic or drinking water wells within a
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¼-mile radius of the site. Based on a review of the facility location on Google Earth, there is a
surface water that runs along the north property line known as Las Trampas Creek. According to
the Facility, there is also an unnamed creek that runs along the south property line.
2.3

GENERAL FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The Facility is a private college/university. The college started at the current Moraga location in
1928. A Facility Site Plan is included in Figure 2. Photographs of the Facility taken during the
site visit are included in Appendix C.
The Facility includes multiple buildings.
The Saint Mary’s College campus includes approximately 932,000 gross square feet (gsf) of
building area in about 59 buildings. Of the total 443 acres, approximately 105 acres (24 percent
of the campus) are developed as the “campus core” where all academic and student life buildings
are concentrated. The campus provides 1,576 residence hall beds.
Las Trampas Creek flows along the eastern edge of the campus. Topography ranges from 590 feet
above mean sea level (MSL) to over 1,100 feet above MSL, with the steeper terrain primarily
located in the southern portion of the campus. The campus core is generally level.
The Facility has normal operating hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM on weekdays but is operated 24
hours a day, seven days a week. The facility has security fencing and a 24-hour guard onsite.
2.3.1

Percentage of Impervious Surface at Facility

The Facility covers approximately 443 acres. Approximately 90-95% of the site is pervious
surfaces. The remaining portion is covered by impervious surfaces such as buildings, asphalt,
and concrete.
2.4

OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING LOCATIONS

Tables 1.1 through 1.3 summarize the oil containers, tanks or vessels, contents, and volumes
present at the Facility at the time of the SPCC Plan's certification. The locations of the
containers, tanks or vessels are shown in Figure 3 and photographs are included in Appendix C.
Fuels (diesel and gasoline) are the primary oils handled in the Facility.
They are stored in bulk, aboveground storage tanks, drums, and small containers.
2.4.1

Storage Tanks (Aboveground and Buried)

The Facility maintains aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) for storing oil as indicated in Table 1.
The Facility has no buried storage tanks containing oil onsite; therefore, the Facility does not
have to comply with the buried storage tank requirements in 40 CFR 112.
2.4.2

Oil-Filled Electrical Equipment

Table 1.2 summarizes the electrical transformers that have an oil capacity of greater than or equal
to 55-gallons present at the Facility at the time of the SPCC Plan’s certification. The Facility
owns or operates all of the electrical transformers onsite that contain oil and are subject to the
requirements of 40 CFR 112. The transformers are classified as oil-filled electrical or oil-filled
operating equipment by the SPCC regulations and are therefore not subject to the bulk container
sized secondary containment and integrity testing requirements.
3

2.4.3

Oil-Filled Operating Equipment

The Facility maintains oil-filled operating equipment onsite which include hydraulic elevator oil
reservoirs. Table 1.3 includes a list and description of each oil-filled operating equipment with
an oil capacity of greater than or equal to 55-gallons. Since these items are classified as oil-filled
operating equipment by the SPCC regulations, they are therefore not subject to the bulk container
secondary containment and integrity testing requirements.
2.4.4

Portable Oil Storage Containers

The Facility maintains portable oil storage containers onsite in the form of 55-gallon drums and
smaller containers for oils. Due to their size, the portable oil storage containers are not
considered bulk tanks, and are therefore not subject to the bulk container integrity testing
requirements.
The Facility’s indoor areas are not subject to periodic flooding or washout; therefore, the portable
oil containers are positioned indoors and handled so as to prevent spilled oil from reaching waters
of the U.S. or adjoining shorelines.
Spill response materials are stored onsite as indicated in the Facility’s HMBP and Contingency
Plan. Spill response materials are used to respond to hazardous material spills at the Facility, and
would therefore be used to contain a spill from portable oil containers.
2.5

OIL SPILL HISTORY

In accordance with 40 CFR 112.4, the Facility is required to provide notification if it experiences
an oil discharge into navigable waters of more than 1,000 gallons, or two discharges of 42 gallons
or more within a 12-month period. The Facility did not have a qualifying discharge during the
12-month period prior to the review and certification of this SPCC Plan. Appendix F of this Plan
describes the reporting procedures in the event that a qualifying discharge occurs at the Facility.
2.6

REASONABLE POTENTIAL FOR EQUIPMENT FAILURES

Table 2 includes scenarios and areas that present a reasonable potential for equipment failure
(such as an overflow, rupture, or leakage) resulting in a potential spill at the Facility. These
scenarios include a prediction of the direction, rate of flow, and total quantity of oil that could be
discharged from the Facility as a result of each major type of failure.
3

SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURES

The Facility uses a combination of engineering and design controls as well as operational
procedures to minimize the potential release of oil. These measures are summarized in Table 3,
and are discussed further in this section.
In the event of a release from the outdoor bulk storage tanks, the Facility has sufficient
containment or adequate control measures to prevent releases from reaching navigable waters or
adjoining shorelines. The Professional Engineer has determined that there is adequate general
secondary containment provided to prevent a potential offsite discharge of oil from the bulk
storage tanks. General secondary containment is provided by the onsite retention areas, berms,
and the Facility’s ability to actively respond to a petroleum release and prevent it from flowing
offsite.
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3.1
3.1.1

ENGINEERING DESIGN AND CONTROL
Secondary Containment Design

The tanks and containers at the Facility are provided with appropriate containment and
diversionary structures or equipment to prevent discharged oil from reaching navigable waters.
The containment systems at the Facility are capable of containing oil and are constructed to be
sufficiently impervious so that a discharge from a primary containment system, such as a tank or
pipe, will not escape the containment system before cleanup occurs.
The portable containers are stored indoors or in bermed outdoor storage areas; indoor areas and
the bermed storage area are sufficiently impervious, act as secondary containment, and would
contain a potential release for the largest container stored in the area. The indoor areas of the
buildings, concrete floors, and walls provide adequate containment for the portable containers.
Tables 1.1 and 1.2 describe the secondary containment provided for the bulk storage tanks, the
oil-filled operating equipment, and containers. A potential oil release from the bulk storage
tanks, the oil-filled operating equipment, and containers could be contained within the Facility,
even if it occurred during a significant rain event, and if not by the secondary containment at the
source, then by the use of spill response equipment.
The Facility installed secondary containment berms around many the oil-filled electrical
transformers onsite. Some of the transformer berms have concrete bottoms that will accumulate
potential releases as well as rainwater. Others have earthen bottoms that will contain the
horizontal migration of a potential release and allow potential releases and rainwater to percolate
into the soil. Transformers are not required to have dedicated secondary containment only
general containment; therefore, the berms are not required by the SPCC Plan regulations.
3.1.2

Tank and Pipe Construction

The tanks are compatible with the contents/materials stored and conditions of storage such as
pressure and temperature. Two of the tanks are also designed to withstand a variety of hazards,
including impact resistance: Tanks T1 and T4.
The tanks have exterior paint coatings to prevent corrosion.
Each emergency generator has small sections of single-walled steel aboveground piping or rubber
hoses used to transfer oil (fuel and motor oil). Aboveground pipe supports are properly designed
to minimize abrasion and corrosion and allow for expansion and contraction.
The Facility has no buried piping containing oil onsite; therefore, the Facility does not have to
comply with the buried pipe requirements in 40 CFR 112.
3.1.3

Loading Area Design

The Facility receives oils at the following loading areas onsite: Tanks T1, T2, T3, T4, and waste
coolant container. In addition, portable containers of oil are received at the Maintenance Shop,
Building 145.
Many the loading areas are located on impervious ground. General secondary containment is
provided by the onsite retention areas and the Facility’s ability to actively respond to a petroleum
release and prevent it from flowing offsite.
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3.1.4

Drainage Design

The Facility has a storm drain system onsite that discharges offsite to a municipal storm system.
A portion of the onsite storm drains discharge to the north to Las Trampas Creek and the
remainder discharger to the south to the unnamed creek.
In the event of an oil spill or release, oil would accumulate onsite and could be cleaned up before
it is released off-site. The indoor oil storage and handling locations and the bermed outdoor areas
at the Facility are constructed to control drainage and prevent oil spills from being released
offsite, or are constructed with built-in secondary containment.
3.1.5

Security Design Features

Fencing and locked gates enclose the oil handling areas at the Facility. There is adequate lighting
in the oil handling areas that allows detection of spills or releases by operating personnel and by
non-operating personnel, such as the general public or local police, and prevention of spills
occurring through acts of vandalism.
3.1.6

Emergency Response Equipment Storage Locations

The Facility maintains emergency response equipment (absorbents, brooms, personal protective
equipment (PPE), and shovels) onsite to respond to spills of oil and other hazardous materials.
Additionally, the following equipment may be used to respond to a spill: service trucks/vacuum
trucks and earth-moving equipment. The emergency equipment, its locations, and frequencies of
inspection are listed in the Facility’s HMBP and Contingency Plan.
3.2
3.2.1

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Secondary Containment Inspections

Secondary containment structures are visually inspected to ensure they have integrity to contain
leaks. Facility personnel will promptly correct visible oil leaks that result in a loss of oil from
tank seams, gaskets, rivets, and bolts sufficiently large to cause the accumulation of oil in
secondary containment areas or around tank surfaces.
Facility personnel, maintenance contractors, or security personnel will notice an alarm or release
during tank inspections or during site walkthroughs. If an employee, contractor, or security
personnel identifies an emergency that requires assistance from outside the immediate workplace,
then he or she will start internal notifications as identified in Section 4.1.
Table 4 presents a summary of inspection frequencies.
The Facility is required to inspect rainwater that accumulates in berms containing oil containers
for oil contamination that may be present due to a sheen or odor in the area. Note that the Facility
is not required to complete forms each time it drains the secondary containment berms around
Tank T2, Tank T3, the waste coolant container, and the transformer areas as discussed in Section
3.2.4.
3.2.2

Tank and Pipe Inspections

Facility container inspections comply with the requirements in 40 CFR 112.8(c)(6) and California
Health and Safety Code Sections 25270 to 25270.13. Each oil-filled container is inspected based
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on the schedule outlined in Table 4. The frequency and type of testing consider the container size
and design.
3.2.2.1 Inspections of Aboveground Storage Tanks and Portable Containers
Section 40 CFR 112.8(c)(6) of the SPCC regulations requires visual inspections of aboveground
containers on a regular schedule in combination with other testing techniques such as hydrostatic
testing, ultrasonic testing, or another system of non-destructive shell testing. Section 40 CFR
112.7(a)(2), as well as EPA guidance in the regulation preamble, Inspector Guidance Document,
and interpretation letters, allow use of an environmentally equivalent method of meeting the
integrity testing requirements. If an environmentally equivalent method is used, integrity testing
is not required.
Based on good engineering practice, and after considering the tank installation and alternative
measures, as well as the requirements of Steel Tank Institute (STI) Standard SP-001, the
Professional Engineer that stamped/certified this Plan has determined that certain tanks and
containers at the Facility are eligible for use of alternate, environmentally equivalent, methods of
assessing tank condition and suitability for continued service.
The Professional Engineer grouped the bulk storage containers and the oil-filled operating
equipment into categories with similar inspection and integrity testing requirements (see Table
1.1):
•

Category A: Portable containers. For these containers, monthly external visual
inspections provide equivalent environmental protection.

•

Category B: Double-walled ASTs with a leak alarm or tanks where the secondary
containment is visually checked at least monthly. For these ASTs, monthly external
visual inspections provide equivalent environmental protection.

•

Category C: Double-walled ASTs where the annular space is not checked at least
monthly. These ASTs require monthly external visual inspections plus a formal external
inspection and a leak test every 10 years.

For each Category A through C container, the container’s physical configuration, combined with
periodic inspections, ensures that a small leak that could develop in the tank shell will be detected
before it can become significant, escape secondary containment, and discharge offsite. This
approach provides environmental protection equivalent to the non-destructive shell evaluation
component of integrity testing required under 40 CFR 112.8(c)(6) since it provides an appropriate
and effective means of assessing the condition of the tank and its suitability for continued use.
The Professional Engineer has determined that integrity testing of the bulk oil storage containers
is not required at the Facility for Category A and B containers/tanks. These containers are well
designed, shop-built, and less than or equal to 5,000 gallons in capacity. According to industry
standard STI-SP001, these containers are considered Category 1 tanks since each has secondary
containment with a release detection method (CRDM). The Professional Engineer has
determined that the tanks can be inspected using periodic visual inspections by the
owner/operator per the industry standard STI-SP001.
For Category C tanks, periodic inspections will be supplemented with a formal external
inspection by a certified inspector and a leak test every 5 to 10 years. Leak testing may include
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pressure testing, vacuum testing, ultrasonic thickness testing, hydrostatic testing, or some other
method or combination of methods, as determined by the certified inspector.
Periodic inspections for aboveground tanks and containers are conducted by personnel
knowledgeable of storage facility operations, characteristics of the liquid stored, the type of
aboveground storage tank or container, and its associated components. Personnel perform
periodic inspections in accordance with the schedule and provisions in Table 4. The periodic
inspections focus specifically on detecting changes in conditions or signs of product leakage from
the tank or container, piping system, and appurtenances.
These include observations of the outside of each tank or container for signs of deterioration,
leaks which might cause a spill, or accumulation of oil inside containment and diked areas and
around the down-grade storm drain catch basins. The personnel also observe the tank supports
and foundations. Additional tank inspections are performed in accordance with the standards
used to manufacture the tank or as specified by the manufacturer. Level alarms and other
instrumentation are inspected annually, or per manufacturer’s recommendations.
In accordance with inspection procedures outlined in this Plan, if signs of leakage or
deterioration from the tank are observed, the tank is to be inspected by a certified tank
inspector to assess its suitability for continued service, according to Steel Tank Institute
Standard SP-001.
Per 40 CFR 112.7(e), the Facility may use usual and customary business records to serve as a
record of tests or inspections, instead of keeping duplicate records for the SPCC Plan. These
inspections are documented in the Facility maintenance records that are maintained onsite. The
inspections and tests are conducted in accordance with written procedures developed by the
Facility or by the Professional Engineer that certified the Plan.
The Facility does not own, operate, or maintain field-constructed aboveground containers.
Therefore, the brittle fracture inspection or evaluation requirement in 40 CFR 112.7(i) does not
apply to the Facility.
3.2.2.2 Inspections of Buried Storage Tanks
There are no known underground (buried) storage tanks onsite that store or manage oils.
Therefore, this section does not apply to the Facility.
3.2.2.3 Inspections of Oil-Filled Electrical and Oil-Filled Operating Equipment
Oil-filled electrical and operating equipment are not considered bulk storage containers subject to
the integrity testing requirements of Section 112.8(c)(6). The oil-filled electrical and operating
equipment is visually inspected on a periodic basis for signs of deterioration, discharges, or
accumulation of oil inside diked areas. The inspection schedule is provided in Table 4.
3.2.2.4 Procedures for Pipes
Each emergency generator has small sections of single-walled steel aboveground piping or rubber
hoses used to transfer oil (fuel and motor oil). The Facility implements the following procedures
for oil pipes and hoses:
•

Pipelines and hoses that are not in use for extended periods of time (six months or more)
are capped or blind flanged and marked as to their origin.
8

•

Aboveground valves and pipelines / hoses are regularly examined by operating
personnel following the schedule in Table 4. The general condition of items, such as
flange joints, expansion joints, valve glands and bodies, catch pans, pipeline supports,
locking of valves, and metal surfaces are assessed or examined to detect leaks and
potential equipment failures.

•

Periodic pressure testing is not warranted for aboveground piping /hoses since the
drainage in these areas is designed so that a piping failure would not lead to an offsite
release spill event.

•

Vehicular traffic granted entry into the Facility in areas of oil storage/handling is not
required to be verbally warned, because the system design is not vulnerable to vehicle
traffic. The pipes are not located over roadways, and traffic barriers are located in front
of tanks in asphalt areas to protect them from possible vehicle contact.

3.2.3

Oil Transfer Procedures

The Facility does not maintain a tank car and tank truck loading/unloading rack; therefore, the
operational procedure requirements in 40 CFR 112.7(h) do not apply.
The Facility receives oil deliveries on a periodic basis depending on the use of its fuel. The fuel
contractor uses delivery trucks with a maximum capacity of 5,000 gallons to transfer oil to the
tanks onsite. There is no railcar tanker unloading/loading of oil completed onsite.
The procedure for transferring fuel includes checking the tank inventory before and after loading;
verification of truck grounding (if necessary); verification that driver collects minor hose spills in
driver-supplied bucket; and observations for spills or unusual activities.
Facility personnel, or contractors, or the fuel delivery truck operator remain in the unloading area
during delivery operations. Delivery operations are only scheduled to occur during daylight
hours, so there is adequate lighting to observe any releases and personnel available to assist in
spill detection and response. Additional spill prevention procedures may be used per the fuel
contractor's standard practices.
The tank trucks and loading/unloading procedures meet the minimum requirements and
regulations established by the U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT). Storage tank
filling operations are performed to ensure that a tank is not overfilled. Prior to departure of each
tank truck, the lowermost drain and all outlets of each vehicle is closely examined for leaks, and
if necessary, tightened, adjusted, or replaced to prevent liquid leaks while in transit.
3.2.4

Drainage Procedures

The design of the outdoor oil handling areas for bulk storage containers or tanks allows for
accumulation of rainwater in the following areas: secondary containment berms around Tank T2,
Tank T3, the waste coolant container, and the transformer areas. When the facility discharges
accumulated rainwater from these areas, it discharges to a landscaped or pervious area that allows
the water to percolate into the ground. Accumulated rainwater is not discharged into a storm
drain or into an open watercourse, lake or pond. Therefore, the drainage release procedures listed
in 40 CFR 112.8(c)(3) do not apply to the Facility.
As a part of its Best Management Practices, the Facility is required to inspect rainwater that
accumulates in berms containing oil containers for oil contamination that may be present due to a
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sheen or odor in the area. Note that the Facility is not required to record the observations and
maintain files /records each time it drains the secondary containment berms around Tank T2,
Tank T3, the waste coolant container, and the transformer areas.
3.2.5

Security Procedures

The Facility has Security staff onsite 24 hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week. Therefore, there are
always operational staff and/or Security personnel onsite to detect spills or releases and deter
spills occurring through acts of vandalism.
The starter controls on all fuel pumps are locked in the “off” position or located in a secured area
or at a site accessible only to authorized personnel when the pumps are in a non-operating or nonstandby status. The loading/unloading connections of oil pipes are securely capped or blankflanged when not in service or standby service for an extended time (six months or more). This
security practice is also applied to pipelines that are emptied of liquid content, either by draining
or by inert gas pressure.
4

SPCC PLAN ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

4.1

SPILL NOTIFICATION, REPORTING, AND RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS

A list of Emergency Contacts including the agencies that may need to be contacted in the event of
an emergency is included in Appendix E. Appendix E is meant for reference use only; the most
recent Emergency Contact list is reviewed and updated every year in the Facility’s HMBP.
4.1.1

Internal Notification

Below is the typical internal notification procedure for an unauthorized oil release at the Facility.
A detailed description of the Facility’s emergency internal notification procedures is located in
the HMBP and Contingency Plan.
1. An employee or contractor finds the release or an alarm condition.
2. If it is a small oil release the employee or contractor thinks he/she can clean up, the
employee or contractor may clean it up without assistance from outside the immediate
workplace and then notify the Director EH&S, or his/her designee, of the spill.
3. If it is a large oil release the employee or contractor thinks he/she cannot clean up, then
the employee or contractor will notify the Director EH&S, or his/her designee and/or
Security, and report the following:
•

Their name.

•

The extension they are calling from.

•

Exact location of the emergency (i.e., room number).

•

Any additional information regarding the emergency (fire, chemical spill or
release, identity of materials involved and estimated quantities, etc.).

4. The employee or contractor will evacuate the release area, if required.
5. Security will initiate the appropriate emergency response, via pager, cell phone, or twoway radio to the Director EH&S, or his/her designee and/or Security, based on the
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information regarding the emergency.
6. Security will initiate an event sheet or Incident Report Form.
7. The first Environmental or Management staff member that arrives to the scene
establishes the Incident Command System, and upon evaluation of the incident,
requirements for external communications (immediate and post-incident follow- up) are
assessed and carried out. The HMBP and Contingency Plan detail internal and external
notification procedures, from incident discovery through post-incident communications.
8. The Incident Commander will manage the scene, as appropriate. These actions include:
stopping the source of the release, cleaning up the spill and ensuring appropriate repairs
are initiated. The Incident Commander will request the assistance of clean up
contractors, if necessary.
9. The Incident Commander or Security will notify the Environmental staff, if notifications
to outside agencies are required.
4.1.2

External Notification and Reporting

The 24-hour emergency contact phone numbers for the listed agencies are included in Appendix
E. Individual agencies have specific spill notification and reporting requirements that would
apply if a release of oil occurred at the Facility.
Federal, State and local agency notification and reporting requirements for unauthorized oil
releases are included in Appendix F. For example, a release of 42 gallons or more o f oil to water
or that threatens waters of the state (to a storm drain) is a reportable release.
4.1.3

Spill Response Procedures

Accidental spills or releases of oil that breach containment areas typically do not have the
potential to result in a discharge offsite due to the size of the Facility. To prevent offsite
discharges, the Facility maintains spill cleanup kits and absorbents onsite to respond to minor
releases. The Facility uses the following spill procedure to prevent release from flowing offsite
through the storm drain system:
•

Immediately deploy spill response equipment such as booms or absorbents to prevent
the flow from discharging offsite;

•

If released oil flows onto the ground, remove material with staining and odors using
absorbent pads and rags stored onsite, by vacuum tanker truck, or using earth-moving
equipment, if necessary;

•

Dispose of the material offsite at an appropriate treatment, storage, or disposal facility
(see next subsection on proper characterization and disposal methods).

4.1.4

Methods of Disposal

Cleanup of oil spills can generate waste materials that would require offsite disposal. The Facility
will characterize wastes and dispose of the materials offsite at appropriate treatment, storage, or
disposal facilities. Below are examples of spill cleanup materials and their anticipated disposal
method and waste characterization:
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•

In California, used oil is a hazardous waste; therefore, spent oils that are retrieved would
be disposed as hazardous wastes. Recovered liquids shall be transferred into a 55-gallon
drum or other suitable container, and will be marked/labeled as used oil. Recovered oil
will be transported offsite within 90 days of generation.

•

Rags, booms, spent absorbents contaminated with oil will be characterized by the
Facility and its waste hauler. In most cases, these materials will be disposed offsite as
hazardous wastes.

•

Soil contaminated with oil will be characterized by the Facility and its waste hauler. In
most cases, these materials will be disposed offsite as hazardous wastes or Class 2
Designated Wastes. Oily absorbents shall be disposed with other plant oily solids, and
will be transported offsite within 90 days of generation. Oily solids and liquids will be
shipped offsite as Non-RCRA Hazardous Waste to a proper disposal or treatment
facility.

Wastes shipped offsite as hazardous wastes will be accompanied by a hazardous waste manifest.
Other wastes will be accompanied by appropriate shipping papers.
Depending on the quantity of material spilled and other media involved (such as soil, water,
cleanup materials,) spilled material can be recycled or disposed of at an approved disposal site.
Bioremediation of contaminated soil is an option if the quantities of soil provides for a cost
effective method.
4.2

INSPECTIONS

Table 4 includes an outline of the required SPCC inspections and frequencies for the Facility.
Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2 include more detailed information about the inspections
performed at the Facility. Records of inspections and integrity testing will be retained onsite per
Section 4.4.3.
4.3

PERSONNEL TRAINING

Environmental staff are responsible for providing regulatory-related training to oil- handling
personnel that are Saint Mary’s College employees. Training activities are discussed in greater
detail in the HMBP and Contingency Plan. The following contractors are responsible for
providing oil-handling training to their own personnel: fuel and lube oil contractors, waste
handling contractors, and facilities maintenance contractors.
Spill prevention briefings for oil-handling personnel are conducted when plant or response
modifications and/or changes are made or implemented or when plans are amended, as identified
in Section 4.4.1. The discharge prevention briefings are scheduled for oil-handling personnel at
least once a year to assure adequate understanding of the Facility’s SPCC Plan. Such briefings
highlight and describe known discharges as described in 40 CFR 112.1(b) or failures,
malfunctioning components, and any recently developed precautionary measures.
The training, at a minimum, trains oil-handling personnel in the following:
•

Operation and maintenance of equipment to prevent discharges;

•

Discharge procedure protocols;

•

Applicable pollution control laws, rules, and regulations;
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•

General Facility operations; and,

•

The contents of the Facility SPCC Plan.

Attendance at SPCC-related training is documented on class attendance sheets. Records of SPCC
Plan training will be retained as indicated in Section 4.4.3.

4.4
4.4.1

MAINTAINING SPCC PLAN
SPCC Plan Review and Amendment Requirements

The SPCC Plan must be amended whenever there is a change in Facility design, construction,
operation, or maintenance, which materially affects the potential for the discharge of oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the U.S. or adjoining shorelines. Such technical amendments shall
be implemented as soon as possible, but not later than six months after such change occurs.
Facility modifications that could require a technical amendment are:
•

Addition of new tanks;

•

Addition of new process equipment;

•

Addition of new truck or rail loading/unloading facilities;

•

Modifications that would reduce secondary containment or the ability to contain
spills; or,

•

Any other changes in the Facility, or its operations that affect the Facility's potential
to discharge oil to navigable waters or adjoining shorelines. This includes
administrative or procedural changes such as reducing inspections from those
specified in this SPCC Plan.

Even if there is no such modification, a review and evaluation of the SPCC Plan must be
completed at least once every five years in accordance with 40 CFR 112.5(b). The Facility will
sign the statement at the front of this Plan as to whether it will amend the Plan to include the
following:
•

Such technology that will significantly reduce the likelihood of a spill event from the
Facility as described in 40 CFR 112.1(b); and,

•

Such technology that has been field proven at the time of review. Any technical
amendment to the SPCC Plan shall be certified by a Professional

Engineer in accordance with 40 CFR Part 112.3(d) within six months after a change in the
Facility design, construction, operation, or maintenance occurs which materially affects this
Facility’s potential for the discharge of oil into or upon the navigable waters of the United States
or the adjoining shorelines.
A Professional Engineer certification is not required for non-technical amendments such as
changes to phone numbers, names, etc. If the SPCC Plan does not require a technical
amendment, the Facility operator/manager may sign and date the five-year review at the front of
this Plan as indicated stating no technical amendment was necessary.
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4.4.2

SPCC Plan Review and Amendment Documentation

The SPCC Plan is stamped and certified by a registered Professional Engineer at the front of this
Plan. Each review or amendment to the SPCC Plan will be documented in the SPCC Plan
Review and Amendment Log, which is found at the front of this SPCC Plan. Documentation
includes the date and a summary of the review or amendment, the name and signature of the
person(s) performing the review or amendment, and identification of the Plan section(s) affected.
4.4.3

Records

Copies of the SPCC Plan are maintained at the location(s) identified in Section 1.2. Records of
inspections, signed by the appropriate inspector or supervisor, are part of this SPCC Plan.
Records of all inspections are maintained onsite for a minimum of three years. Tank integrity
inspection records are required to be maintained for a minimum of ten years so they may be used
to compare to succeeding tank test results.
4.4.4

Reports to Agencies

There are no requirements in the Federal or State laws or regulations to submit this SPCC Plan to
agencies. The SPCC Plan will be maintained onsite and made available to agency inspectors
upon their request.
Potential reports to agencies include the following:

4.4.5

•

Spill notification reports.

•

Storage statement fees under the California Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act in
the California Health and Safety Code Section 25270 (H&SC 25270).

Agency Visits

USEPA, the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), the Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC), and local agencies are authorized to visit the Facility and inspect it
and the SPCC Plan during normal working hours. If an agency representative visits the site, let
them know they may perform the inspection, and contact the Director EH&S (the representative
in charge of this Plan) to ask if they would like to be present during the agency visit.
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TABLES

Table 1.1
Summary of Oil Containers Onsite
Saint Mary's College
Moraga, California

TANK ID

Tank Description

Location at Facility

Capacity (gal)

Services

Tank Material/Shape

Category for
Leak
Integrity
Indicator
Testing (Note
or Alarm?
1)

Date of
Manufacture/
Installation

Secondary
Containment?
(Note 1)

Level
Indicator

High
Level
alarm?

1999

Yes, built-in doublewalled containment
larger than primary
tank.

Yes

No

Yes

Category B

Yes

Yes

No

Category C

Yes

Yes

Yes

Category B

Yes

No

Yes

Category B

Bulk Storage Tanks
T1

Generator#1

Outside east of
Brousseau Hall

1,000

Fuel for emergency
Double-wall steel, horizontal
backup power generator
rectangular tank

Double-wall steel inner,
concrete outer, horizontal
rectangular tank

T2

Generator#2

Outside by parking lot
SE of Brousseau Hall

394

Fuel for emergency
backup power generator

T3

Generator#3

Outside Bldg. 155,
Facilities Services

67

Fuel for emergency
Double-wall steel, horizontal
backup power generator
rectangular tank

T4

Hoover #4

Outside Bldg. 145

2,000

Oil-Filled Electrical Equipment
Electrical Transformers are listed in Table 1.2
Oil-Filled Operating Equipment
Hydraulic Oil Reservoirs for Elevators are listed in Table
1.3
Portable Containers
Portable drums of
N/A
Bldg. 145 Maint Shop
oils
N/A

N/A

Spent Cooking Oil/
Kitchen Grease
Container

Waste Coolant
Container (Note 5)

Outside Bldg. 172 (in
loading dock area)

Outside Bldg. 145

1,500 gal = gasoline;
500 gal = diesel

Double-wall steel inner,
concrete outer, horizontal
rectangular tank

Yes, built-in doublewalled containment
larger than primary
tank. Additional
Not Available,
containment provided
no spec. plate
by concrete area under
the tank, gross
containment capacity of
approx. 1,690 gal.
Not Available,
no spec. plate

Not Available,
no spec. plate

Yes, built-in doublewalled containment
larger than primary
tank.
Yes, built-in doublewalled containment
larger than primary
tank.

Category A

10,718.05 Total Gallons of Transformer Oils from Table 1.2 (Note 3)

Category A

1,767.92 Total Gallons of Hydraulic Oil Reservoirs for Elevators from Table 1.3 (Note 4)

220

Lubricating/motor oils

Single-wall steel, horizontal
rectangular

Not Applicable

Containment Pallets

N

N

N

Category A

337

Accumulates spent
cooking oil/kitchen
grease

Single-wall steel, horizontal
rectangular container

Not Available,
no spec. plate

General Containment in
Area (roll-over berm
and concrete floor)

No

No

No

Category A

Single-wall steel, horizontal
cylindrical container

Concrete Berm with
457 gal gross
Not Available, containment capacity
no spec. plate
based on field
measurements of 52"W
x 16"H x 127":L

No

No

No

Category A

113

Accumulates waste
coolant (contains small
quantities of oil)
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Exempt Containers
N/A

Motor oil reservoirs
on emergency
generators

See Generator
Locations

Total Quantity of Oil in Aboveground Containers
Onsite

< 55 (Note 6)

16,617.00

Lubricating oil for
generator engines

Single-wall steel (some are
horizontal, some vertical)

Depends on age
of motor

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Gallons

Notes:
Note 1: Based on STI SP-001, the bulk storage containers have been classified in one of the following categories for determining schedules for inspections and integrity testing:
Category A = Portable containers with all sides visible, elevator hydraulic reservoirs, and transformers. Requires monthly visual inspections.
Category B = Double-walled ASTs with a leak alarm or where the annular space is checked at least monthly. Requires monthly visual inspections.
Category C = Single-walled ASTs greater where the bottom is not visible. Double-walled without monthly annular space visual inspections. Required monthly external visual inspections PLUS formal external inspection and leak
test every 10 years.
Note 2:
Note 3:
Note 4:
Note 5:
Note 6:

Items left blank or with a "??" or "unknown" were not available at the time of this SPCC Plan preparation, and were determined by the P.E. to not be material to the Plan.
The transformers are owned/operated by Saint Mary's College.
The building and its walls provide adequate secondary containment for the elevator hydraulic oil reservoir containers.
The waste coolant container was interpreted to not be a tank by the CUPA because it is portable, can be moved, and doesn't have hard piping to it.
The container has a capacity less than 55 gallons and is therefore exempt from the SPCC Plan requirements.
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Table 1.2
Summary of Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers Onsite
Saint Mary's College
Moraga, California
Secondary Containment
Transformer
Number on
Figure 3
1
2
3

4

SERIAL #
2-552223

Notes/Location
T-41

SUBSTATION
Power Plant

0-06-50018E
W-224118

T-13A
Brown Transformer,
Delta-Star

Claeys & Becket
Claeys & Becket

72L366115

Outdoors, brown sealed Guerrieri East/West
box. Size Estimated. Townhouses

5

PWH-0657

Between Bldg. 124 and Brother Jerome West (BJW)
Bldg. 112
TR-6, -7, and -8, in
Madigan
room, exempt

6

1602583

7

1602580

8

1602581

9
10
11

959002566
POB-0039
T10A
M307269TKNA T-42

12
13
14

PZL-1177
T-6
82JL826078
Bldg. 104
02-06-50018B-2 Bldg. 168

15
16

02-07-50018C
PBD-0416

T-4 by Bldg. 164
T-23

Power Plant PNLDP
St. Josephs & Warehouse
Brother Urban Gregory (BUG)
Hall
Fenlon
Galileo Hall
Soda Activity Center, Claeys
Lounge
Art Gallery
Garaventa Hall

17
18

PLF-0366
77K581252

T-11A
Grey Transformer

Dante Hall
McKeon Pavilion

19

POF-0298

M847AC, T-10C, by
Bldg. 145

Maintenance Yard

20

02-06-0018D-2

Claeys North

21
22

PVH-0713
090502-1

T-138A, Near
Mechanical Room
Entry

23

120814-15

24
25
26

PEF-0778
PFA-0023
PWI-0752

TR-6, -7, and -8, in
room, exempt
TR-6, -7, and -8, in
room, exempt

Between Freitas and
Thille Halls

Bldg. 213

Madigan
Madigan

Tennis Courts
Sabatte Townhouse
Thille Townhouse
Ageno/East
Ageno/West
Ageno/C

27
28
29

PWI-0751
Bldg. 208
02-06-50018D-1 Bldg. 205
02-06-50018A Bldg. 180

Ageno/B
Ageno/A
Performing Arts Theatre /
Lefevre

30

071012-5

Filippi Academic Hall

31
32

????
????

33
34
35
36
37
38

????
????
????
????
????
????

T-11B

Outdoors north of
Brousseau Bldg.
Brown Transformer

Trans 150
M847AC "300"

Joe Alioto Rec Center
Brousseau
McKeon Pavilion
Oliver Hall
Claeys Hall South
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Augustine Hall / De La Salle
Hall

Length
(in.)

Width
(in.)

Height (in.)

Capacity
(Gal)

Length
(in.)
216.00

Width
(in.)
120.00

Height (in.)
19.00

Capacity
(Gal)

28.00

72.00

80.00

698.18

26.00

51.00

58.00

332.93 Soil Bottom

Soil Bottom

22.00

42.00

60.00

240.00 Soil Bottom

Soil Bottom

35.00

45.00

35.00

238.64

55.00

28.00

54.00

360.00

12.00

19.00

36.00

35.53

-

12.00

19.00

36.00

35.53

-

12.00

19.00

36.00

35.53

19.00
19.00

41.00
47.00

51.00
36.00

171.99
139.17

103.00
None

118.00

6.00

24.00

48.00

51.00

254.34

126.00

156.00

15.00

29.50
22.00

56.00
45.00

56.00
58.00

400.48 Soil Bottom
248.57
None

51.00

26.00

58.00

332.93

204.00

139.20

16.00

24.00

51.00

48.00

254.34

136.00

92.00

12.00

30.00

56.00

56.00

407.27 Rock Bottom

None
128.00

2,131.94

None
134.00

6.00

445.51

315.69
None
1,276.36
Soil Bottom
None
1,966.87
649.97
Rock Bottom

25.00

50.00

68.00

367.96 Rock Bottom

22.00

40.00

55.00

209.52

25.00

46.00

48.00

238.96

21.00

52.00

49.00

231.64 Soil Bottom

Soil Bottom

19.50

48.00

47.00

190.44 Soil Bottom

Soil Bottom

22.00

42.00

42.00

168.00 Soil Bottom

Soil Bottom

25.00

48.00

47.00

244.16 Soil Bottom

20.00
20.00

48.00
48.00

47.00
47.00

195.32
195.32

107.00
105.00

108.00
108.00

8.00
9.00

400.21
441.82

20.00

48.00

48.00

199.48

132.00

120.00

6.00

411.43

21.00
22.00

48.00
48.00

47.00
48.00

205.09
108.00
219.43 Soil Bottom

128.00

5.00

54.00

24.00

58.00

325.40

132.00

16.00

25.00

53.00

51.00

292.53 Soil Bottom

32.00

78.00

92.00

994.08

125.00

168.00

15.00

1,363.63

29.00

56.00

69.00

485.09

132.00

186.00

14.00

1,488.00

55.00
29.00
22.00
18.00
25.00

28.00
62.00
48.00
49.00
46.00

60.00
59.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

400.00
360.00
459.23
96.00
219.43 Soil Bottom
183.27 Soil Bottom
238.96 Soil Bottom

198.00
129.00

12.00
11.00

24.00

48.00

54.00

269.30 Soil Bottom

360.00
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12.00

3,702.85
-

147.60

10,718.05 Gallons Total
Note: Capacities are based on field measurements made in March 2016.

Rock Bottom
198.00

Soil Bottom

299.22
Soil Bottom
1,349.48
Soil Bottom

3,702.85
589.71
Soil Bottom
Soil Bottom
Soil Bottom
Soil Bottom

Table 1.3
Summary of Elevator Hydraulic Oil Reservoirs Onsite
Saint Mary's College
Moraga, California
Field Measured Dimensions

Elevator
Number
on Figure
3

Elevator Location

Elevator
Number

Type of Elevator

Width
(in.)

Length
(in.)

Height
(in.)

Oil Capacity
(Gal)

Notes

E1

Alemany (Brothers)

101260

Hydroelectric Power

15.00

36.00

38.00

88.83

Room 105A, First Floor

E2

Aquinas Hall

50621

Hydroelectric Power

50.00

32.00

12.00

83.12

No Room #, First Floor

E3

Assumption

162111

Screw Drive

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Augustine Hall

63458

Hydroelectric Power

30.00

38.00

36.00

177.66

Room 123A, Basement

E5

Bookstore

117071

Hydroelectric Power

36.00

17.50

41.00

111.82

No Room #, Mezzanine Level

E6

Br. Jerome West Hall

101007

Hydroelectric Power

18.00

36.00

30.00

84.16

Room 103, First Floor

E7

Brousseau #1

120271

Hydroelectric Power

21.00

45.00

41.00

167.73

Room 132, First Floor

E8

Brousseau #2

120122

Hydroelectric Power

21.00

45.00

41.00

167.73

Room 132, First Floor

Dante Hall

76907

Hydroelectric Power

16.00

32.00

36.00

79.79

No Room #, First Floor

E10

Filippi Academic Hall (FAH)

149147

Hydroelectric Power

19.50

38.50

40.00

130.00

Room 122 First Floor

E11

Ferroggiaro

117353

Hydroelectric Power

19.00

38.00

36.00

112.52

No Room #, First Floor

E12

Filippi Hall (pass.)

101220

Hydroelectric Power

18.00

36.00

30.00

84.16

No Room #, First Floor

E13

Filippi Hall (Wheelchair)

125732

Screw Drive

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Galileo Hall

73697

Hydroelectric Power

19.00

35.00

35.00

100.76

No Room #, First Floor

E15

Garaventa

105315

Hydroelectric Power

24.00

36.00

30.00

112.21

No Room #, First Floor

E16

St. Albert Library

45320

Hydroelectric Power

31.00

50.00

20.00

134.20

Room M09 Third Floor

E17

Syufy Hall

135155

Hydroelectric Power

19.50

38.50

41.00

133.25

Room 104, First Floor

E4

E9

E14

Total

Note: Capacities are based on field measurements made in March 2016.
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Screw drive, no hydraulic oil

Screw drive, no hydraulic oil

1,767.92 Gallons

TABLE 2
Potential Oil Spill Predictions, Volumes, Rates, and Control
Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
Location

Double-walled Bulk
Storage Tanks
Located in Tertiary
Containment Area:
T1, T2, and T3

Type of Failure

Failure of a primary
tank system

Leaking pipe
connections

Overfill of tank during
filling

Double-walled Bulk
Storage Tanks with
Roll-Over Berm
Tertiary
Containment Area:
T4

Failure of a primary
tank system

Leaking pipe
connections

Overfill of tank during
filling

Estimated
Maximum
Potential Volume
Released
Up to 1,000 gallons

2.5 – 100 gallons

1 - 100 gallons

Estimated
Spill Rate

Spill Direction

Containment and/or Mitigation
Measures

100-1,000
gpm

Into the annular
spac3ee between the
inner and outer tank
walls.

Integral secondary containment designed to
contain 100% of tank capacity.

0.01 – 100
gpm

Into the tertiary
containment area

Tertiary containment area is present to contain
potential pipe/hose releases.

Into the tertiary
containment area

Tertiary containment area is present to contain
potential overfill releases.

100 gpm

Up to 2,000 gallons

100-1,000
gpm

Into the annular
spac3ee between the
inner and outer tank
walls.

Integral secondary containment designed to
contain 100% of tank capacity.

2.5 – 100 gallons

0.01 – 100
gpm

Onto
to
the
pavement around
the tank slope is
towards the north.

Impervious concrete surface with roll-over berm.

Onto
to
the
pavement around
the tank slope is
towards the north.

Impervious concrete surface with roll-over berm.

1 - 100 gallons

100 gpm
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TABLE 2
Potential Oil Spill Predictions, Volumes, Rates, and Control
Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
Location

Type of Failure

Estimated
Maximum
Potential Volume
Released

Estimated
Spill Rate

Spill Direction

Containment and/or Mitigation
Measures

Failure of a container

Up to 55 gallons

1-10 gpm

Into the secondary
containment pallet or
berm area.

Secondary containment pallet or berm area has
adequate capacity to contain container contents

Overfill of container
during filling

Up to 55 gallons

1-10 gpm

Into the secondary
containment pallet or
berm area.

Secondary containment pallet or berm area has
adequate capacity to contain container contents

Failure of a container

Up to 337 gallons

1-10 gpm

Into the secondary
containment pallet or
berm area.

The oil is not a flowable material; it should
remain in the concrete area and can be readily
cleaned up. General containment provided by
facility design and topography.

Overfill of container
during filling

Up to 5 gallons

1-10 gpm

Onto the concrete pad
in the container area

The oil is not a flowable material; it should
remain in the concrete area and can be readily
cleaned up. General containment provided by
facility design and topography.

Oil-filled electrical
transformers in
Containment Berm

Failure of a primary
reservoir

Up to contents of the
transformer (168 to
994 gallons)

1-20 gpm

Into the secondary
containment area.

Berms are sized to contain the entire contents of
each oil-filled transformer. Dimensions are
provided in Table 1.2. General containment
provided by facility design and topography.

Oil-filled electrical
transformers with No
Containment Berm

Failure of a primary
reservoir

Up to contents of the
transformer (168 to
994 gallons)

1-20 gpm

Onto the earthen
ground near the
transformer

General containment provided by facility
design, topography, and active spill response.

Portable Oil
Containers Stored On
Containment Pallets
or in a berm

Spent Cooking
Oil/Kitchen Grease
Portable Oil
Container
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Location

Elevator Hydraulic
Oil Reservoirs

Tanker Truck
Deliveries to
Aboveground Tanks
from Contractors

Type of Failure

Estimated
Maximum
Potential Volume
Released

Estimated
Spill Rate

Failure of a primary
reservoir

Up to contents of the
reservoir (79 to 177
gallons)

10-20 gpm

Complete failure of a
delivery tanker

About 5,000 gallons

200 – 1,000
gpm

Partial failure of a
delivery tanker

100 - 1,500 gallons

50 - 150 gpm

Leaks in hoses or
coupling

5 - 25 gallons

10 - 50 gpm

Drips from hose
connection and
disconnection

1 gallon or less

10 - 25 gpm

Spill Direction

Containment and/or Mitigation
Measures

Onto the floor in the
elevator mechanical
room.

Onto the ground
surface near the tank,
flow towards lower
gradient areas.

Contained by fueling
contractor-supplied
bucket (no release)

The building provides adequate general
containment for a release. General containment
also provided by facility design, topography,
and active spill response.

General containment provided by facility
design, topography, and active spill response.

Contained by fueling contractor- supplied
bucket

Notes: The potential volume released included in the above table reflects the regulatory requirement to estimate the potential volume of a spill. These are
conservatively estimated and may not reflect likely scenarios.
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Table 3
Measures to Prevent and Control Releases
Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
Engineering/Design Controls

Operational Procedures

E1 -- The bulk tanks are either single-walled with secondary
containment or double-walled and equipped with integral
secondary containment equal to at least 100% of primary
capacity.
The tanks have secondary containment capacity to contain the
contents of the tank and freeboard for precipitation if located
outdoors.
Oil-handling equipment has general secondary containment
provided by the site topography and onsite retention areas.
Portable containers and oil-filled operating equipment that are
located indoors have the building to provide secondary
containment.

O1 -- Secondary containment for petroleum oil tanks
and containers are monitored using the frequencies
identified in Table 4.
In addition, the Facility can provide active response
to a spill to prevent it from being discharged offsite
(as part of the general secondary containment
requirements).

E2 -- Tank constructions are compatible with the material
stored and conditions of storage such as pressure and
temperature.

O2 -- Integrity tests (every ten years) and frequent
observations of the tanks are performed as outlined in
Table 4 to ensure it is capable of holding oil and
preventing spills.

E3 -- As far as practical, the tank systems were fail-safe
engineered or updated into fail-safe engineered installations to
avoid spills.

O3 -- The tank trucks and loading/unloading
procedures meet the minimum requirements and
regulations established by the U.S. Department of
Transportation (U.S. DOT).

E4 -- Facility structures were designed to control drainage of
accumulated rainwater as well as potential spills of oil (see the
Facility’s Best Management Practices Plan). Curbing and
containment walls are present.

O4 -- There are no berms or containment areas for
oils that accumulate rainwater and discharge directly
to a surface water body. T h e r e f o r e , the drainage
procedures to maintain inspection forms and records
for accumulated rainwater in 40 CFR 112.8(c)(3) do
not apply. The Facility inspects accumulated
rainwater before it is releases to a nearby earthen area.
If an oil sheen is observed for accumulated rainwater
in a containment area, the water is drummed and
taken offsite for disposal at an appropriate facility.
Emergency response and sorbent materials are
maintained in the area and at the Facility.

E5 -- The bulk oil handling areas at the Facility are enclosed by
fencing, and gates.
Where locked gates are not available, locking valves are
installed on lines that could permit outward flow of oil.
The Facility has adequate lighting to ensure discovery of spills
occurring during hours of darkness.

O5 -- The Facility has a 24-hour Security service and
the entrance gates are locked when the Facility is
unattended. Valves and other equipment are locked
when not being used or the site is unattended.
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Table 4
Inspections Related to Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan Requirements
Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
Inspection
Frequency
(Note 1)

After Each
Rain Event

Inspection Description

OilContaining
Equipment to
be Inspected

Inspect the accumulated water in the following areas for signs of oil releases:
the secondary containment berms around Tank T2, Tank T3, the waste coolant Oil Containment
container, and the transformer areas. Note that the Facility is not required to Berms
complete forms each time it drains rainwater as discussed in Section 3.2.4.
Compare inventory records for each tank. If the tank contents level has shown
a rapid decrease without corresponding material removed for usage/sale, this
is an indication of a potential leak.

Monthly
Rounds

Inspect level indicators, alarms, and other instrumentation, as applicable.
Visually inspect the tank (including underside, if possible), secondary
containment, and accessible piping, valves or connections for any sign of
leaks, damage, or corrosion. If a leak is found, immediately call the Director
EH&S.

Bulk Storage Tanks

Visually inspect the oil-filled operating equipment surfaces for signs of leaks,
Oil Filled Operating
damage, or corrosion. Visually inspect floor surface for signs of leaks from
Equipment (i.e.,
the equipment. If a leak is found, immediately call the Director EH&S.
Elevator Hydraulic
Oil Reservoirs)
Monthly
Rounds

Visually inspect exterior of electrical transformer surfaces for signs of leaks,
damage, or corrosion. Visually inspect concrete base or floor surface for
signs of leaks from the transformer. If a leak is found, immediately call
Director EH&S.

Oil-Filled Electrical
Transformers

Visually inspect the portable container surfaces for signs of leaks, damage, or Portable
corrosion. Visually inspect concrete floor surface for signs of leaks from a
Containers (i.e.,
drum. If a leak is found, immediately call the Director EH&S.
drums)
Every 5 to 10
Years - by a
Qualified Tank
Inspector
(Note 2)

Use one of the following methods to test the tank integrity:
- Pressure test and/or hydrostatic test primary tank.
- Ultrasonic thickness testing of primary tank.
- Double-walled tanks: pressure test annular space.

Bulk Storage Tanks
except tanks with
equivalent
environmental
Visually inspect the outside of the tank in detail for any sign of leaks, damage, protection (Note 3).
or corrosion.

Note 1: The inspections in this table are based on the standards in the Steel Tank Institute Standard SP001-04.
Note 2: A Qualified Tank Inspector is defined by Steel Tank Institute Standard SP001-04 as someone who is certified as either
an American Petroleum Institute (API) Certified Aboveground Storage Tank Inspector or a Steel Tank Institute-trained and
certified inspector. Note that California's hazardous waste regulations required the used oil tanks be certified/inspected every
five years.
Note 3: For aboveground bulk storage containers that are inspected monthly and equipped with a continuous release detection
method (such as having all sides visible or a double-walled tank with a leak alarm), periodic inspections are considered
environmentally equivalent to integrity testing.
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APPENDIX A
SPCC PLAN CROSS-REFERENCE AND COMPLETENESS CHECKLIST

SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURE (SPCC) PLAN REQUIREMENTS
AND THEIR LOCATIONS IN THIS SPCC PLAN
Location in
this SPCC
Plan
Subpart A—Applicability, Definitions, and General Requirements for All Facilities and All Types of
Oils
40 CFR
Section*

Topic

§ 112.1 through 112.7
112.1

General applicability

1.0 – 1.1

112.3(a) - (c)

Preparation and implementation of SPCC Plan

1.0

112.3(d)

Professional Engineer's certification

Front of Plan
(page i)

112.3(e)

Location of SPCC Plan

1.2

112.4(a) - (e)

Discharge discovery, notification and response.

4.1 and App. F

112.5(a)

Plan amendments

4.4.1,
4.4.2 and page
iv

112.5(b)

Plan review

Front of Plan
(page iv) and
4.4.1,
4.4.2

112.5(c)

Professional Engineer's certification for technical amendments

4.4 and page i

§ 112.7 General requirements for Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plans
112.7

Management Approval

Page iii and 1.0

112.7

Cross-reference with SPCC rule

App. A (this
checklist)

SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURE (SPCC) PLAN REQUIREMENTS
AND THEIR LOCATIONS IN THIS SPCC PLAN
40 CFR
Section*

Topic

Location in
this SPCC
Plan
1.1

112.7(a)(1)

Conformance with the requirements listed in 40 CFR 112.7.

112.7(a)(3)

General facility information and facility diagram

2.0
and
Figures 1-3

112.7(a)(3)(i)

Type of oil in each container and its storage capacity;

2.4 and Tables
1.1 to 1.3

112.7(a)(3)(ii)

Discharge prevention measures

3.0

112.7(a)(3)(iii)

Discharge or drainage controls

3.1.4 and Table
2

112.7(a)(3)(iv)

Countermeasures and response for discharge discovery

3.1.6,
4.1.3,
and Table 3

112.7(a)(3)(v)

Disposal of recovered materials

4.1.4

112.7(a)(3)(vi)

Emergency response contact information

App. E

112.7(a)(4)

Discharge emergency notification

4.1

112.7(a)(5)

Procedures in the event of discharge

4.1

112.7(b)

Potential discharge volume and direction of flow

2.6 and Table 2

112.7(c)(1)

Containment and/or diversionary structures

3.1.1

112.7(d)

Practicability of secondary containment

NA

Provide an oil spill contingency plan described in 40 CFR 109

NA

Provide a written commitment of manpower, equipment and
materials to control and remove harmful quantity of oil discharged

NA

Inspections, tests, and records

3.2.1,
3.2.2, 4.2
and Table 4

112.7(e)

SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURE (SPCC) PLAN REQUIREMENTS
AND THEIR LOCATIONS IN THIS SPCC PLAN
40 CFR
Section*

Topic

Location in
this SPCC
Plan

112.7(f) Personnel, training, and discharge prevention procedures
112.7(f)(1)

Oil-handling personnel training

4.3

112.7(f)(2)

Designate responsible person

Front of Plan
(page ii)

112.7(f)(3)

Discharge prevention briefings

4.3

112.7(g) Security (excluding oil production facilities)
112.7(g)(1)

Facility security

3.1.5 and 3.2.5

112.7(g)(2)-(4)

Flow and drain valve security

3.1.5 and 3.2.5

112.7(g)(5)

Facility lighting

3.1.5

112.7(h) Facility tank car and tank truck loading/unloading rack
112.7(h)(1)-(2)

Loading/unloading rack

NA -3.2.3

112.7(h)(3)

Tank truck departure

NA -3.2.3

112.7(i)

Brittle fracture evaluation

NA-3.2.2.2.1

112.7(j)

Conformance with applicable State and local requirements

1.0, 3.2.2

112.7(k)

Practicability of secondary containment for oil-filled operational
equipment

3.1

Provide an oil spill contingency plan described in 40 CFR 109

N/A

Provide a written commitment of manpower, equipment and
materials to control and remove harmful quantity of oil discharged

N/A

Subpart B—Requirements for Petroleum Oils and Non-Petroleum Oils, Except Animal Fats and Oils
and Greases, and Fish and Marine Mammal Oils; and Vegetable Oils (Including Oils from Seeds,
Nuts, Fruits, and Kernels)

SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURE (SPCC) PLAN REQUIREMENTS
AND THEIR LOCATIONS IN THIS SPCC PLAN
40 CFR
Section*

Topic

Location in this
SPCC Plan

§ 112.8 Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan requirements for onshore facilities
(excluding production facilities).
112.8(a)

Discharge prevention and containment procedures

3.1.1, 3.2.1

112.8(b) Facility Drainage (for onshore facilities, except oil production)
112.8(b)(1)-(2)

Drainage from diked storage areas

3.2.4

112.8(b)(3)

Drainage systems from undiked areas

3.2.4

112.8(c) Bulk Storage Containers (for onshore facilities, except oil production)
112.8(c)(1)

Container construction compatibility

3.1.2

112.8(c)(2)

Secondary containment

3.1.1 and Table 1.1

112.8(c)(3)

Drainage of uncontaminated rainwater from the diked area

3.2.4

112.8(c)(3)(i)

Bypass valve

N/A -3.2.4

112.8(c)(3)(ii)

Inspect the retained rainwater

3.2.4

112.8(c)(3)(iii)

Drainage instructions

3.2.4

112.8(c)(3)(iv)

Records

N/A-3.2.4, 4.4.3

112.8(c)(4)-(5)

Corrosion protection for buried tanks

N/A

112.8(c)(6)

Inspections, test and records for aboveground containers/ tanks

3.2.2, 4.2
and Table 4

112.8(c)(7)

Internal heating coils

NA

112.8(c)(8)

Engineering for container installation

3.1

112.8(c)(8)(i)

High liquid level alarms

3.1.3 and 3.2, and
Table 1.1

112.8(c)(8)(ii)

High liquid level pump cutoff devices

N/A

112.8(c)(8)(iii)

Communication between tank gauger and pumping station

3.2.3

112.8(c)(8)(iv)

Response system for determining liquid level

3.2.3

112.8(c)(8)(v)

Liquid level sensing tests

3.2.1

SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURE (SPCC) PLAN REQUIREMENTS
AND THEIR LOCATIONS IN THIS SPCC PLAN

112.8(c)(9)

Effluent treatment facilities observations

Location in
this SPCC
Plan
N/A

112.8(c)(10)

Correct visible discharges

3.2.1

112.8(c)(11)

Secondary containment for portable oil containers

3.1.1

40 CFR
Section*

Topic

112.8(d) Facility Transfer Operations, Pumping, and Facility Process (onshore facilities, except oil
production)
112.8(d)(1)

Corrosion protection for buried piping

N/A-3.1.2

112.8(d)(2)

Cap or blank-flange the terminal connection at the transfer point
and mark it as to origin when piping is not in service or is in
standby service for an extended time.

3.2.5

112.8(d)(3)

Properly design pipe supports to minimize abrasion and corrosion and N/A-3.2.5
allow for expansion and contraction.

112.8(d)(4)

Inspections for aboveground valves, piping, and appurtenances.

3.2.2

112.8(d)(5)

Warning for vehicles entering the facility

N/A-3.2.2.4

Appendix C to
Part 112

Substantial Harm Criteria

1.3 and App. B

*This SPCC Plan Cross-Reference and Completeness Checklist was completed for non-transportation related
facilities. Only relevant sections of 40 CFR are indicated. The following SPCC regulations do not apply to
this facility:

•

40 CFR § 112.9 Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan requirements for onshore
oil production facilities;

•

40 CFR § 112.10 Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan requirements for onshore
oil drilling and workover facilities;

•

40 CFR § 112.11 Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan requirements for offshore
oil drilling, production, or workover facilities; and,

•

40 CFR § 112.12 Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan requirements for onshore
facilities (excluding production facilities). Subpart C—Requirements for Animal Fats and Oils
and Greases, and Fish and Marine Mammal Oils; and for Vegetable Oils, including Oils from
Seeds, Nuts, Fruits, and Kernels.
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CERTIFICATION OF SUBSTANTIAL HARM DETERMINATION FORM

APPENDIX B
CERTIFICATION OF SUBSTANTIAL HARM DETERMINATION FORM
FACILITY NAME:

Saint Mary’s College of California

FACILITY ADDRESS:

1928 Saint Mary’s Road, Moraga, California 94566

US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Criterion
1. Does the non-transportation facility have a total oil storage capacity greater than or equal to 42,000 gallons
and transfers oil over water to or from vessels?
YES

NO

X

2. Does the facility have a maximum oil storage capacity greater than or equal to one million (1,000,000) gallons
and is the facility without secondary containment for each aboveground storage area sufficiently large to contain the
capacity of the largest aboveground storage tank within the storage area?
YES

NO

X

3. Does the facility have a maximum oil storage capacity greater than or equal to one million (1,000,000) gallons
and is the facility located at a distance such that a discharge from the facility could cause injury (as defined at 40
CFR 112.2) to fish and wildlife and sensitive environments? (See Attachment C-III for the formulas to determine
the distance at which an oil spill could cause injury.)
YES

NO

X

4. Does the facility have a maximum oil storage capacity greater than or equal to one million (1,000,000) gallons
and is the facility located at a distance (as calculated using the appropriate formula in Attachment C-III of 40 CFR
112.20 Appendix A, or an alternative formula considered acceptable by the USEPA RA), such that a discharge from
the facility would shut down a public drinking water intake, which is analogous to a public water system as
described in 40 CFR 143.2?
YES

NO

X

5. Does the facility have a maximum oil storage capacity greater than or equal to one million (1,000,000) gallons
and within the past 5 years, has the facility experienced a reportable spill in an amount greater than or equal to
10,000 gallons?
YES

NO

X

US Coast Guard (USCG) Criteria
1. Does the facility transfer oil to marine vessels with a capacity greater than 250 barrels (10,500 gallons)?
YES

NO

X

If the answer to each of the above questions is “NO”, then this facility is not required to prepare and submit a
Facility Response Plan to the USEPA RA.
CERTIFICATION
I certify, under penalty of law, that I have personally examined and am familiar with the information
submitted in this document, and that based on my inquiry of those individuals responsible for obtaining
this information, I believe that the submitted information is true, accurate, and complete.
Signature:
Printed Name:

Date:
Title:
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APPENDIX C
PHOTOGRAPHS

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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Tank T1 – 1,000-gallon Double-Walled Diesel Fuel Tank

Tank T2 – 394-gallon Double-Walled Diesel Fuel Tank

Tank T3 – 67-gallon Double-Walled Diesel Fuel Tank

Tank T4 – 2,000-gallon Double-Walled split gasoline and diesel fuel tank

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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Spent cooking Oil/Kitchen Grease Container

Waste Coolant Container

Portable Oil Containers Inside Bldg. 145

Portable Oil Containers Inside Bldg. 145

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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E1 Alemany Brothers Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E2 Aquinas Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E4 Augustine Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E5 Bookstore Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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E6 Brother Jerome West Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E7 Brousseau Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir #1

E8 Brousseau Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir #2

E9 Dante Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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E10 Filippi Academic Hall (FAH) Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E11 Ferrogggiaro Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E12 Filippi Hall (passenger) Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E14 Galileo Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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E15 Garaventa Hall Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E16 St. Albert Library Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

E17 Syufyi Hall (passenger) Elevator Hydraulic Reservoir

TR1 Power Plant Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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TR2 Claeys & Becket Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR3 Claeys & Becket Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR4 Guerrieri East/West Townhouses Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR5 Brother Jerome West Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
Page 8 of 16

TR6, TR7, and TR8 Madigan Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers (exempt <55 gal)

TR9 Power Plant PNLDP Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR10 St. Josephs & Warehouse Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR11 Brother Urban Gregory (BUG) Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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TR12 Fenlon Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR13 Galileo Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR14 Soda Activity Center, Claeys Lounge Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR15 Art Gallery Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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TR16 Garaventa Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR17 Dante Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR18 McKeon Pavilion Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR19 Maintenance Yard Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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TR20 Claeys North Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR21 Tennis Courts Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR22 Sabatte Townhouse Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR23 Thille Townhouse Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
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TR24 Ageno/East Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR25 Ageno/West Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR26 Ageno/C Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR27 Ageno/B Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
Page 13 of 16

TR28 Ageno/A Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR29 Performing Arts Theatre/Lefevre Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR30 Filippi Academic Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR31 Joe Alioto Rec Center Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
Page 14 of 16

TR32 Brousseau Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR33 McKeon Pavilion Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR34 Oliver Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

TR35 Claeys Hall South Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

Saint Mary’s College of California.
Moraga, California
Page 15 of 16

TR36 Facilities Services Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR37 Facilities Services Oil-Filled Electrical Transformer

TR38 Augustine Hall / De La Salle Hall Oil-Filled Electrical Transformers

Tank T1 – Leak Detector Installed After PE Site Visit

Saint Mary’s College of California.
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Tank T4 – Leak Detector Installed After PE Site Visit

APPENDIX D
FACILITY INSPECTION REPORT AND CHECKLIST

APPENIX D
FACILITY INSPECTION REPORT AND CHECKLIST
INSPECTOR:
DATE:
TIME:___________
Instructions: This check sheet is to be used monthly during review process of the SPCC requirements.
Drainage (Storm Drain Inlets)
No noticeable oil or sheen on runoff?

Bulk Fuel Tank (T1 and T4)
Tank surfaces are checked for signs of
leakage?
Tank in good condition?
Bolts, rivets, or seams are not damaged?
Tank foundation is intact? Secondary
Containment intact?
Level gauges working properly?
Accumulate rain water below tank level? No
oil or sheen on water?
Vents are not obstructed?
Training
Annual spill prevention briefing held?
Training records are in order?

Portable Containers, Hydraulic Reservoirs,
Transformer
Container surfaces are checked for signs of
leakage?
Container in good condition?
No visible oil sheen in containment area?
No standing water in containment area?
Valves, flanges, and gaskets are free from leaks.
Containment walls are intact?
Transfer Hoses
No signs of damage to transfer hoses?
No leaks at valves, flanges, or other fittings?
Connections are capped or blank-flanged?

Security
Fence and gates are intact?
Gates have locks?
Lighting is working properly?

NOTES: X=Satisfactory, N/A=Not Applicable; 0=Repair/Correction Necessary. “0” answer requires corrective action.
Remarks, Comments and Recommended Corrective Action

(Initial and date the follow-up corrective actions)

APPENDIX E
EMERGENCY CONTACTS LIST

Emergency Contacts List
Saint Mary’s College of California
Moraga, California
Agency

Local Emergency Response Teams
911
(Contra Costa County HazMat
Team)

CUPA Contra Costa Health
Services
(925) 335-3232
California Emergency Management
Agency (CEMA)
(800) 852 - 7550
Regional Water Quality Control
Board (during business hours; after
business hours, call CEMA)
(510) 622-2300
National Response Center
(800) 424 - 8802
State Department of Fish and Game
(888) 334-2258
PG&E
(800) 743-5000
Cal-OSHA

Facility Contact Names

When to Report

Call when incident is beyond
capabilities of Saint Mary’s.

Information to Provide

Any injuries or special needs,
hazards.

Next Call Veolia Environmental
Services.
(800) 325 - 2382
Call when there is a release of
gasoline, diesel, oil, other petroleum
products or any hazardous material
that exceeds the reportable quantity
(RQ).

SDS information,
Especially sections:
6 - Accidental release
7 - Handling & storage
12- Ecological Info.

It is the 40 CFR, Chapter I RQ list;
not the DOT RQ list, unless it is
Saint Mary’s load on a pubic
highway.

Only call if there is a utility-owned
transformer oil release.
Any incident causing serious injury
or fatalities to employees or students.

Location of transformer and amount
released.
Take down person(s) names &
emergency phone numbers, if
possible.

Title

Cell Telephone #’s

Michael Viola

Associate Director of Facility
Services

(925) 878-1622

Safa Toma

Director, Environmental,
Health & Safety

(925) 383-9300

Scott Logan

Superintendent

(925) 300-6572

Public Safety

Officer on,24 hrs./7

(925) 631-4282

APPENDIX F
CALIFORNIA AND USEPA REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SPCC PLANS AND OIL
RELEASES

APPENDIX F
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SPCC PLANS AND OIL RELEASES
Federal and state laws, and local ordinances, regulate storage of petroleum products and
other oil. This Appendix F sets forth reporting obligations concerning releases, threatened
releases and accidental discharges of oil.
IMMEDIATE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR OIL RELEASES
The following Table 1 sets forth the agencies to which certain releases, threatened releases
and/or discharges of oil shall be immediately reported.
“Immediately” means, upon discovering a release, as soon as notification can be provided
without impeding with cleanup or other emergency measures.
This Table 1 is not intended to summarize all reporting requirements that apply to discharges
of oil or other hazardous materials.
Table 1
Event

Report to

42 gallons of oil or any quantity of oil that could cause a
visible “sheen” on water surface or a deposit of sludge
or emulsion under the water or on the shoreline.

NRC, OES, CUPA, and 911

Release or threatened release of any quantity of oil to
environment, land or water.1

OES and CUPA

Release of any quantity of oil to storm sewer

OES, CUPA, 911, and City Water Quality
Control Plant (if applicable)

Accidental discharge of any quantity of oil to sanitary
sewer

OES, CUPA, and City Water Quality
Control Plant (if applicable)

Release of oil to secondary containment or pavement
(but not to environment, storm or sanitary sewer) which
requires outside assistance to cleanup and/or abate

Local responding agency or the 911
emergency response system

Note 1: A “threatened release” must be reported to OES and the CUPA, even if it does not result in an
actual discharge of oil to environment, where it involves a substantial probability of harm which
makes it reasonably necessary to take immediate action to avoid or mitigate potential damage to
persons, property or the environment.

WRITTEN FOLLOW-UP REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR OIL RELEASES
Events immediately reported to agencies in accordance with Table 1 may be subject to
additional follow-up written reporting requirements. Consult with EHS to determine such
follow-up reporting requirements.
In addition, the Federal SPCC regulations and the Clean Water Act require a written
report to the EPA Region 9 Regional Administrator (RA), the Colorado River Basin
Regional Water Quality Control Board, the California Department of Fish and Game, and the
CUPA within 60 days in the event that the Facility:

APPENDIX F
1. Discharges more than 1,000 gallons of oil into or upon the navigable waters of the US or adjoining
shorelines in a single spill event, or
2. Two Discharges of 42 Gallons or More Within 12 Months.
If such a spill occurs, the written report must include the following information:
•

Name of the Facility;

•

Name(s) of the owner(s) or operator(s) of the Facility;

•

Location of the Facility;

•

Maximum storage or handling capacity of the facility and normal daily throughput;

•

Description of the Facility, including maps, flow diagrams, and topographical maps;

•

A complete copy of the SPCC Plan with any amendments;

•

The cause(s) of such spill, including a failure analysis of system or subsystem in which the failure occurred;

•

The corrective actions and/or countermeasures taken, including an adequate description of equipment repairs
and/or replacements;

•

Additional preventive measures taken or contemplated to minimize the possibility of recurrence; and,

•

Such other reasonable information the EPA RA may require, pertinent to the Plan or spill event.

This SPCC Plan provides a Master Spill Reporting Form in this Appendix. Note that additional follow-up
notifications or reports may apply, in addition to the 60- day report due in accordance with this provision.

Spill Report Form
Saint Mary's College of California
1928 St. Mary's Road
Moraga, CA 94556
Instructions: Complete this form and refer to Section 4.1 for details on internal and external notification
requirements.

Date and time the spill was discovered?
Name of individual who discovered spill.
Estimated duration of spill?
Were there any injuries?

Yes

No

If yes, indicate the extent of the injury.
Type of material and estimate of quantity spilled:
Estimate of quantity, if any, that reached navigable waters
Were there any damages?
If yes, indicate the extent of the damage(s).

Yes

No

Description of all affected media

Was evacuation necessary?
Cause of accidental spill

What equipment was used to clean up the spill?

Any materials recovered?

Yes

No

If yes, where was it taken?

How was/were the hazardous waste(s) disposed?
Name and contact information for waste disposal vendor.
Possible hazard to human health and
environment

Yes

No

If yes, what actions were taken to protect the
public?

Any body of water involved?

Yes

No

If yes, what actions were taken?

Corrective actions taken (no environmental corrective actions should be taken prior to agency
approval):

Name of person preparing the report:_______________________________________________
Signature:__________________________________

Title:___________________________

Date:______________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________________
Phone number:_______________________________

